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Symptom Probable Cause
Refolding Problems 1 Incorrect speed setting

1 Drafty work area
1 Paper Stacking Guide positioned improperly
1 Magnetic Stacking angle positioned improperly
1 Carbon separator rods set too high
1 Carbon paper is loosely wound around carbon wind-up fork - check clutch
1 Form threaded improperly.  See Operating Instruction
1 Check to insure that the initial refold of the stacking paper is in the correct 

direction
1 Crimp fingers facing up and interfering with refolding

Jams at Rollers 1 Crimp or form fastening too tight
1 Forms threaded improperly
1 Speed setting too high for form
1 Crimp fingerlocks feeding in wrong direction
1 Carbon paper is loosely wound around carbon wind-up fork - check clutch

Breaking Carbon 1 Speed advanced too quickly
1 Carbon perforations too tender
1 Speed setting too high
1 Check operators guide to insure correct carbon loading
1 Check clutch

Carbon spindle slows 1 Carbon spindle clutch too loose
down as carbon builds 1 Tighten tension nut
up on spindle

Carbon pulling ahead 1 Carbon spindle clutch too tight
of forms or snapping 1 Back off the tension nut
of carbon

6325 A-Frame Decollator

Operating Instructions
The Martin Yale 6325 A-Frame Decollator is a high-
speed “waterfall” decollator.  The 6325 separates a
full box of carbon or carbonless 2 to 6 part continu-
ous forms at a rated speed up to 450 feet/minute.

The 6325 decollator is simple to operate.  Allow your-
self a few minutes to read the following instructions
thoroughly and to familiarize yourself with the
machine.

Features

1. On/Off Control Knob (A):  The 6325 A-Frame
Decollator is equipped with an On/Off switch
which allows the operator to control the speed to
provide optimal restacking of forms after separa-
tion.

2. Easy Reference Loading Instructions (B):  A clear,
simple label diagram provides a quick reminder to
the operator.

3. Emery Rollers (C):  These textured rollers grab
the paper providing the driving force to the contin-
uous forms.

4. Carbon Separator Rods (D):  These rods aid in
the efficient breaking of tight crimps.  There are
three sets of holes for mounting these rods to aid
in the decollating of various forms:  the high posi-
tion for loose crimps, the middle for standard
crimps, and the bottom for tight crimps.

5. Carbon Wind-up Fork (E):  The easy access
prongs allow for quick, neat loading and removing
of carbon from the wind-up fork.

6. Optional Feature - Paper Control Assemblies (F,
Figure 2):  The drive rollers on these assemblies
provide the friction pressure for driving carbonless
forms.

Figure 1

Feeding and stacking problems are usually due to
the forms or improper adjustment of the machine.

Refer to the table below for typical feeding and
stacking problems.

Form Size: Width 5 - 20 inches
Length 3 - 14 inches

Paper Weight: 13 lb. - 140 lb.
Form Types: Most carbon and carbonless 

types (non-glued)
Load Capacity: Full box of 2 to 6 part forms
Speed: Variable;  0 - 450 feet per minute

Electrical: Volts - 115AC, 50-60 cycles, 1.5 amp
Watts - 138 watts continuous, no load
Line Cord - 6 foot 3 prong ground

Dimensions: Depth 25 inches
(assembled) Width 46 inches

Height 47 inches
Weight: 85 lb (+ 1.2 lb for Paper Control 

Assembly).

Operator Troubleshooting:

NOTE: The machine will not separate permanently fastened glued forms.

Specifications



Assembly
To minimize the chance of freight damage, this
machine was shipped with one paper slide (G, Fig.
1), folded.
1. Hold machine in an upright position and spread

paper slides to allow for the insertion of the infeed
shelf.

2. Place the infeed shelf (H, Fig. 1) between the two
paper slides and lock into the two metal tabs
located on the insides of the slides (Fig. 3).

3. Lock the receiving trays (I, Fig.4) into place on the
metal tabs on the outside of each slide (both trays
are the same so they are interchangeable. 

4. Place the magnetic pyramid assemblies (J, Fig.
4) so that they are located 1/3 of the forms’ length
from the paper slide (Fig. 4).

5. Place the magnetic paper stacking guides (K, Fig.
4) a distance equal to the length of the form on
each receiving tray (Fig. 4).

6. Insert the carbon separator
rods (D, Fig. 5) in the middle
hole located on the sidewall
adjacent to each emery
roller (Fig. 5).  This is done
by inserting the spring end
of the separator rod into the hole and pushing for-
ward until the other end can be inserted.

7. Insert carbon wind-up fork (E, Fig. 5) in a similar
manner.

Operation
To load and decollate carbon forms:
1. Turn control knob to the off position.
2. Place continuous form on the center of the

infeed shelf, so that the top of the form lifts to
your left as you face the control side of the
machine.

3. Lift end of paper and
check paper crimps.
They should point from
the top of the form to
the bottom with tail
pointing towards the
bottom.  If crimps are facing in the wrong direc-
tion, flip the stack of forms over (Fig. 6).

4. Feed form between the two emery rollers (C,
Fig. 1) and lay them over the left roller.

5. Adjust both plastic paper guides located
between the emery rollers (Fig. 7) so that they
are 1/4” from each side of form.

6. When decollating 2-part forms, separate top
sheet of form and feed under right carbon sepa-
rator rod (Fig. 8).  Note: For multiple-part forms,
see Helpful Hints (B).

7. Place remainder of form under the left carbon
separator rod.

8. Lift carbon from left side back around left sepa-
rator rod and then feed it under the right separa-
tor rod and through carbon wind-up fork (Fig. 9).

9. Feed several feet of paper down the paper slide
by turning the control
knob slowly toward the
medium speed setting,
then back to the off posi-
tion.

10. Tighten carbon on wind-
up fork by rotating it clockwise.  This will pre-
vent paper flow problems.

11. Feed a few more feet of the form so that you
have a few sheets on each receiving tray.

12. Adjust paper stacks on
the receiving tray so
that they are folding in
the direction of the ini-
tial fold.  The machine
should now look like
Fig. 10.

13. Quickly rotate the con-
trol knob to the medium
speed setting and increase the machine speed
towards the high setting until optimal refolding is
reached.

14. When the entire stack of forms has been run
through the machine and separated, turn the
control knob counter-clockwise to the off posi-
tion.

To Load and Decollate Carbonless Paper
In order to decollate carbonless paper, it is necessary
to purchase the optional paper control assemblies.
1. Remove the carbon separator rods by pushing

forward on springs and lifting out.
2. Remove the carbon fork in a similar manner.
3. Thread form through emery rollers and lay back

over the emery rollers with the top sheet over the
right roller.

4. Position the paper control
assemblies (F, Fig. 11) in
the top hole where the car-
bon rods were (Fig. 11).

5. Flip the paper control
assemblies up so they are
resting against the forms, thus applying sufficient
drive from the emery rollers (Fig. 11).

6. With control knob, turn machine on and quickly
increase the speed of the machine to obtain opti-
mal refolding.  CAUTION: Carbon fork must be
removed when decollating carbonless forms.  Do
not allow the fork to spin without winding carbon
paper.   Although the fork is controlled by the
clutch and will stop should something become
entangled, it may still represent a danger.

To Remove Decollated Forms
1. Remove separated stacks of forms from the two

receiving trays.
2. Unload carbon fork by grasping the end of the fork

on the operator side and pushing forward (away

from the operator).  Lift front end of fork and pull
back; the opposite end will come free.

3. Aim the carbon fork into a wastebasket and push
carbon off the spool by placing finger between the
two rods and push.  (Note: the carbon will slide
off more readily if the non-inky side of the carbon
is all that touches the fork itself when threading).

4. To replace the carbon fork, insert the two fork
prongs in the rear spindle holes, push in to com-
press the springs and set the front fork end into its
bushing.

Helpful Hints
A. KEEP A CLEAN WORKSTATION Occasionally

wipe down the 6325 Decollator with a clean, dry,
lint-free cloth.  A dirty paper slide will hinder the
neat fan folding of the decollated forms.  Carbon
spindle and carbon rods should always be free of
carbon buildup.  Carbon build-up causes drag.
An alcohol-base cleaner should be used for
removing buildup.

B. SPLITTING OF FORMS Forms should be even-
ly divided for better decollation.  Example:  A six-
part form should be divided into three parts on
each tray.  A five-part form should be divided into
three parts on one tray and two parts on the other
tray.  The reason for splitting the forms is to
achieve proper refolding on both trays at the
same speed setting.

C. PAPER WEIGHTS Different paper weights
require different speed for optimal stacking of the
decollated forms.  Refolding of multi-ply forms
requires a faster speed setting than two-part
forms.

D. DIFFICULT CRIMPS Occasionally you will
receive a box of forms with a tighter crimp.  First,
check to make sure that you are breaking the fin-
ger lock crimps in the right direction.  (Lift end of
paper and check paper crimps.  They should point
from the top of the form to the bottom with the tail
pointing towards the bottom.  If crimps are facing
in the wrong direction, flip the stack of forms over.
Second, place carbon separator rods in the lower
set of holes.  Third make sure the form is not
glued.  The 6325 will not decollate this type of
form.

Components above (except item F) are included in your 6325
Decollator.
NOTE:  Item F, Optional Paper Control Assembly, may be pur-
chased from your Martin Yale dealer.
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